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♢ Information Centric Networking – networking applications
♢ Communication centered on information à fetching 

application-named data 
♢ Enabling air-tight security 

¡ Data secured at generation time
▷ Allowing fine granularity of security control
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ICN Enabling Integration
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♢ Network delivers named, secured data

♢ Storage can supply named, secured data equally well
♢ So can processing units

¡ Processing servers announce their services
¡ Clients name the processing results
¡ Network forwards requests to offering servers



ICE-AR Security Update

♢ Recap of this year’s apps work
¡ Location-based certificates
¡ Attribute-based signatures

♢ Plans for next year



Recall – Identity and Location Plurality
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Identity: /ndn/edu/nmsu/cs/fac/jaymisra

/ice-ar/nmsu/cs,ece/SH/AP11

Signature of content vs. signature of location.
Challenges of user privacy vs location privacy.

Name (hence identity) and certificate tied to content creation can be different!
Devices can get different certificates based on locations or services.  

Things to do: 
Extend NDNCert codebase to: 
• Automate the process to remove manual user input
• Design a mechanism for the guest to work
• Identify a generic challenge mechanism for the users.
• Integrate with Name-based access control. 



Recall: Context + Deep Context
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Location based Certificates
♢ Location Discovery: 

¡ Initiated by MT upon new or changed 
connectivity

♢ Certificate Acquisition: 
¡ Extends NDNCert & adds location 

challenge
¡ CA knows MT is local to its network

♢ Signature Verification at the Edge
¡ Helps verify MT is correctly signing 

the data
¡ Short-lived certs to force location 

updates

location). CA approves or rejects the name request. Upon approval, MT generates a key pair and
sends a signed certificate request, “_NEW” that triggers creation of a state on the CA (session) and
returns a list of acceptable challenges (in our case, only “LOCATION”). The challenge is formally
selected using “_SELECT” Interest that returns a CA-generated random number RN encrypted with
the public key of the requested certificate. MT must decrypt RN (possible only if it possess the
corresponding private key) and send it encrypted with the public key of the CA via specially
formatted “/localhop/CA/challenge/LOCATION” Interest. If CA receives and validates such Intrest
against the originally generated RN , it responds with encrypted version of another random number
RN2. Finally, MT encrypts both RN and RN2 and sends it using “VALIDATE” NDNCERT Interest
to finalize the challenge. If accepted, CA issues the certificate and MT can download it using
the dedicated command. Note that this challenge does not fully guarantee proximity, e.g., when
higher-layer tunnels are used (IP or SSH tunnels). We plan to explore augmenting with additional
assurance of the proximity using RTT measurements.
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Figure 5: Location challenge process between a mobile terminal (MT) and the certificate authority
(CA)

(iii) Signature Verification: Signature verification is essential to verify that MT is signing data
with the correct location. With this schema signature verification is performed at the edge node
which will verify that the certificate is valid. We use a short lived certificate to ensure that MTs
update their location-based certificates often to reflect their most up to date location.
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Sequence Diagram for location challenge process between CA and MT



Attributes based signatures design and implementation in NDN 
• Ad hoc connectivity implies one may not 

retrieve all the keys needed to verify 
retrieved data after retrieving the data; and 

• Public key of the signature can be used to 
identify individual data producers, raising a 
potential privacy concern.

• ABS can be useful here =>

NDN-ABS: A�ribute-Based Signature Scheme for Named Data Networking ACM ICN’19, September 2019, Hong Kong, China
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Figure 1: Ease of veri�cation using NDN-ABS

himself in the predicate; and (c) two users cannot combine
attribute private keys (ask) to create signature with the claim
predicate that covers both user’s attributes. In other words,
it is not possible for user U1 that has ask for “student” and
userU2 that has ask for “faculty” to collude and sign with the
policy “student AND faculty”.With these essential properties,
NDN-ABS can realize the desired level of di�erential privacy,
as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Conditional privacy using NDN-ABS; (a) Ver-
i�er unable to decide the identity of the signer; (b) Veri�er
can identify the group containing the signer

To summarize, the main bene�ts of NDN-ABS are: (a) the
system can be designed to provide conditional privacywherein
the amount of detail revealed about a data-publisher can be
controlled using the attributes used to sign the content; and
(b) the data can be veri�ed without the need to retrieve
any additional information, such as keys in the certi�cation
chain.

3 BACKGROUND
3.1 Named Data Networking
NDN is a proposed networking architecture [1] that is de-
signed to use names, which are associated with the content,
as the means of retrieval. The NDN design gives the network
the capability of retrieving named data in di�erent ways and
by treating all involved components, such as storage and
computing and network devices in a similar way.
In NDN, data retrieval depends on two types of packets:

Interest packet is a request for the speci�c data by name

and Data packet is the named and secured piece of applica-
tion data; these packets use the rich NDN naming conven-
tions to aid in data retrieval. Securing NDN’s Data packets
ensures content integrity, authenticity, and (if encrypted)
con�dentiality irrespective of how the Data packet is re-
trieved. NDN provides components including Content Store
(CS), which acts as temporary data storage to support in-
network caching; Pending Interest Table (PIT) for NDN’s
stateful forwarding plane and request aggregation; and For-
warding Information Base (FIB), which acts as a routing table.

3.1.1 Security Advantages of NDN. NDN design has built-
in security primitives via cryptographic signatures of the
producer on all named data. The consumers (or any interme-
diate nodes) can verify data integrity and provenance using
its name, which provides an essential context for security.
NDN’s data-centric security allows applications to control
data access by using encrypted keys which by themselves are
data packets to be retrieved. The immutable nature of data
allows its storage in multiple containers without integrity
loss and prevents non-repudiation attacks.

3.2 Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE)
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) [7] is a specialized form
of identity-based encryption (IBE), which enables public key
based one-to-many encryption. It is a public key primitive
with the potential for realizing scalable and �ne-grained ac-
cess control systems, providing a �exible approach for access
rights assignment to an individual or a group of users. In ABE,
each secret key is associated with an access structure–termed
as a predicate–which speci�es the type of ciphertexts the key
can decrypt. ABE has two variants namely key-policy ABE
(KP-ABE), in which the secret keys are generated accord-
ing to access policy, and ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE),
which uses access policies for data encryption. The use of
ABE schemes in automating access control using NDN is
discussed in [30].

3.3 Attribute-Based Signature
Attribute-based signature [13, 17] is a variant of digital sig-
natures made applicable for situations involving the use of
attributes. ABS is an extension of the identity-based signa-
tures, which generalizes the signing entity (signer) with a
set of attributes. ABS and ABE use similar mathematical
concepts of bilinear pairing and monotone span programs
(Appendix A) to de�ne signature and encryption policies, but
di�er in speci�c algorithmic steps. Some important terms
related to ABS are as follows:
• A�ribute Authority: The authority involved in gen-
eration of public parameters pk and generating and
supplying signers with the secret keys ask for attribute

Conditional privacy using NDN-ABS: (a) Verifier unable to decide the 
identity of the signer; (b) Verifier can identify the group containing 
the signer 
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sets A that correspond to signers’ authorized proper-
ties.
• Signer: The user creates message signature � with a
policy predicate � that de�ned over subset of attributes
A using ask obtained from the attribute authority.
• Veri�er: The users who verify message signatures �
using public parameters pk of the authority (e.g., pre-
provisioned and trusted) and the policy predicate �
(e.g., extracted from the message).
• Policy Predicate �: A boolean valued logical function
that is constructed by combining attributes A using
“AND”, “OR”, “NOT”, and threshold gate operations. The
predicate essentially is a logical claim of the signer
that it possess a set of attributes. Unless all attributes
in the predicate are combined with “AND”, the claim
does not identify which exactly set the signer posses.

4 NDN-ABS DESIGN
4.1 Overview
The functionality of the attribute-based signature scheme de-
pends on an attribute authority who is entrusted with the re-
sponsibility of distributing attributes to the other users (pro-
ducers, consumers, forwarders, intermediate nodes) involved
in the system. In the description, we use a single attribute
authority, but our design generalizes to multi-authority sys-
tems as well.
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Figure 3: Overview of NDN-ABS

Figure 3 depicts a typical ABS scenario where the attribute
authority generates the public parameters which are pub-
lished as data packet(s) and provisioned or retrieved by all
parties. The signers also request and retrieve the secret sign-
ing key for attributes, e.g., using a modi�ed version of the
NDNCERT [29] framework. To verify signature, consumers
extract information from Data packet’s KeyLocator �eld con-
taining the name of the attribute authority associated with
the signature and the claim predicate of the signature. The
validity of an NDN-ABS signature ascertains that a producer,
whose attributes satisfy the predicate, has indeed signed (en-
dorsed) the message.

In what follows, we elaborate the design of an NDN-ABS
system, which is based on the general ABS scheme.

4.2 Authority Setup
The setup phase is run by the attribute authority using the
�elds and generators de�ned based on the concepts of Bilin-
ear pairing (See Appendix A.1). The setup stage results in the
generation of the public parameters pk along with the secret
key ask . Algorithm 1 shows the details of a new authority
setup in the system. The public parameters are published as
an NDN data packet with the name de�ned in Section 4.6
that can be easily retrieved when needed.

Algorithm 1 NDN-ABS Authority Setup
Input: Authority name.
Output: Public parameters pk , Secret key ask .
1: Generate pk and ask as de�ned in the Appendix.
2: Generate name for pk using authority name as input.
3: Publish pk as an NDN data-packet.

4.3 Obtaining Attribute Set Secret Key
To sign data, the data producer needs to obtain the attribute
set secret key, which can be used to create NDN-ABS signa-
tures. This process can largelymimic the process of obtaining
NDN certi�cates for RSA/ECDSA keys, with the exception
that the key itself is being generated by the attribute author-
ity. Speci�cally, to obtain the key, the producer requests from
the attribute authority the key that corresponds to a set of
attributes it is entitled to.3 The authority runs the Secret-
Attribute key generation process (Algorithm 2), generates,
and returns the secret key. To compute the secret, the au-
thority uses the algorithm described in Appendix A.2. Note
that unless the producer provided the original secret key,
the generated key can be used to sign data with policy that
re�ect the new attribute set: old and new secret keys are
not compatible by the ABS construction. However, if the key
is provided, the authority can generate a key that covers
existing and new attributes.

4.4 Signing
For the signing process, the data producer generates a claim-
predicate policy over the attributes that it has previously ob-
tained from the authority. In the simplest case, the producer
can create policy combining all available attributes using
“AND” operation (the implementation in our prototype) or
use application-de�ned mechanism to select attributes and
combination of “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”, and threshold gates. After
3To which attributes the producer is entitled is outside the scope of this
paper and NDN-ABS design in general.

Overview of NDN-ABS
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Algorithm 2 Secret signing-key generation
Input: Attribute set A, Secret key ask .
Output: Secret Signing key ska.
1: if Secret key exists for A then
2: Use components of the existing key.
3: Append new information to the key.
4: else
5: Use components of ask to generate the ska.
6: end if

that, the producer creates “SignatureInfo” for NDN-ABS
signature and appends it to the Data packet, formatting key
locator �eld to include name of the attribute authority with
which the producer has the relation and the encoded policy
as de�ned in Section 4.6.4 Finally, the producer uses algo-
rithm in Appendix A.1 to generate signature � and add it to
the packet. Algorithm 3 describes the signing process.

Algorithm 3 Signing a data-packet using NDN-ABS
Input: pk , ska, data packet, Policy �.
Output: Signature � .
1: Convert � into corresponding MSPM .
2: Retrieve data packet corresponding to pk if necessary.
3: Generate SignatureInfo with KeyLocator information.
4: Generate the signature � .
5: Append the signature to the data-packet.

4.5 Veri�cation
In order to verify data, the consumer needs only two pieces
of information: the data packet itself and the public key pa-
rameters pk of the corresponding attribute authority. � can
be directly extracted from the KeyLocator name (see Sec-
tion 4.6) and pk can be determined (and retrieved if needed)
using the attribute authority name extracted from the same
KeyLocator. After that, the veri�er can simply run the pro-
cess de�ned in the Appendix A.1 and determine validity of
the signature. Algorithm 4 highlights the steps involved.

Algorithm 4 Verifying an NDN-ABS signature
Input: Data packet.
Output: Signature “Accepted” or “Rejected”.
1: Extract signature � from the data packet.
2: Extract key locator information from � .
3: Extract policy � from the key locator.
4: Retrieve data packet corresponding to pk if necessary.
5: Verify the signature.

4Final submission will include link to the speci�cation.

4.6 Naming
The NDN-ABS design uses several specialized naming con-
ventions (Figure 4) to name Data packets with the public
parameters of an authority and format “KeyLocator” name
for the “SignatureInfo” of the Data packet signature.
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Figure 4: NDN-ABS naming and working

4.6.1 Public Parameters Data. Each attribute authority in
NDN-ABS is associated with a dedicated NDN namespace,
e.g., “/campus”. The authority publishes the corresponding
public parameters, which are needed to verify signatures
that use attributes issued by the authority, as an NDN data
packet with the following name:

“<attr-auth-prefix>/ABS/42=pp/<version>”

where “<attr-auth-prefix>” is authority’s namespace, “/ABS
/42=pp” are the two �xed name components, and “<version>”
is the version of the generated parameters. For example,
“/campus/ABS/42=pp/_v=1” represents �rst version of NDN-
ABS public parameters for the main campus authority.

4.6.2 KeyLocator Name. When a producer signs data packet
using NDN-ABS, it creates special name for the KeyLocator
�eld of SignatureInfo element, consisting of two components:

“<name-of-authority-public-params>/42=policy
/<claim-predicate-policy>”

The �rst part is simply the name of the Data packet that
carries authority’s public parameters de�ned in Section 4.6.1,
and the second is the claim-predicate policy encoded using
Algorithm 5 (the middle “/42=policy” acts as a separator).

For example, if a campus student previously obtained the
secret key for “student” and “2019” attributes, it can sign data
with “student AND 2019” claim predicate policy, which will
be encoded as KeyLocator name “/campus/ABS/42=pp/_v=1
/42=policy/student&2019”.

NDN-ABS naming and 
working



Challenges we faced so far…
♢ Integration of Security with ICE-AR application

¡ Applications (e. g., Unity) and OS frameworks (e. g., Android) assume use of IP (in a hardcoded 
sense) not easy to interface with new paradigms

¡ Pulling together different pieces (Android OS, Unity, C#) into a whole requires extensive 
knowledge and experience (difficult for a research team)

♢ IP Focus of Production Platforms (e. g., Android)
¡ Difficult to make Android run on link layer directly; had to tunnel over IP, a work-around was a 

manually configured IP multicast address. 
¡ Still needed to deploy local DHCP servers on/near WiFi AP, IP needed for Android
¡ The auto-connectivity change in Android instead of using MAC address uses IP change to 

identify connection change (between APs)

♢ Lack of ABS Reference Implementations 
¡ Extensive literature on attribute-based encryption, but significant differences in mathematical 

details. 
¡ No complete codebase that realizes the ideas. 
¡ We guess the lack of practical implementations is the lack of demand. With TCP/IP’s point-to-

point communication model, today’s network security relies on securing connections through 
encryption, thus ABS is not needed. 



Year 3 Plan
♢ Multi-level Certificates

¡ Implement multi-level identity certificates can have guest, limited, and staff credentials in 
addition to location-based certificates. 

¡ An MT gets a guest certificate and then gets with authentication to a different identity (e.g., 
staff).

¡ Disruption scenario.

♢ Extending work on ABS: 
¡ Our current implementation is in Python and is “slow”
¡ Exploring means to speed up: signing manifest, coding in C/C++ and optimizing, evaluating 

acceleration 

♢ Integration Effort: 
¡ ICE-AR hackathon planned for the Fall of 2019 to learn about the example applications and 

library support, then continue the development of our security function demonstration
▷ Android client and appliance (Linux-based extension of NDNCERT instance attached to/near access point). 
▷ We will demonstrate the support for desired application scenarios. 
▷ We also plan to implement C++ version for attribute-based signature solution and integrate it in the security 

demonstration. 



Thank you!

misra@cs.nmsu.edu; aa@cs.fiu.edu

http://ice-ar.named-data.net


